Energy levels distribution in supersaturated silicon with titanium for photovoltaic applications In the attempt to form an intermediate band in the bandgap of silicon substrates to give it the capability to absorb infrared radiation, we studied the deep levels in supersaturated silicon with titanium. The technique used to characterize the energy levels was the thermal admittance spectroscopy. Our experimental results showed that in samples with titanium concentration just under Mott limit there was a relationship among the activation energy value and the capture cross section value. This relationship obeys to the well known Meyer-Neldel rule, which typically appears in processes involving multiple excitations, like carrier capture/emission in deep levels, and it is generally observed in disordered systems. The obtained characteristic Meyer-Neldel parameters were Tmn ¼ 176 K and kTmn ¼ 15 meV. The energy value could be associated to the typical energy of the phonons in the substrate. The almost perfect adjust of all experimental data to the same straight line provides further evidence of the validity of the Meyer Neldel rule, and may contribute to obtain a deeper insight on the ultimate meaning of this phenomenon. The study of silicon substrates supersaturated with Ti is of great interest nowadays. The main goal of these studies is the formation of an intermediate band (IB) in the midgap of the semiconductor to induce infrared absorption in this material. 1, 2 This approach would enable electrons to be pumped from the valence band (VB) into conduction band (CB) via two-photon absorption with lower energy than the semiconductor band gap. 3 There are two main reasons why obtaining this target is so interesting. The first one is to improve the efficiency of solar cells based on silicon. Single junction silicon solar cells with IB could reach efficiency values up to 63.1%, 4 above the maximum theoretical efficiency for single junction cells established by Shockley and Queisser in 40.7%. 4, 5 The second reason is that silicon-based devices capable to absorb infrared radiation can reduce the cost and fabrication complexity of infrared detectors. 6 To obtain this IB is necessary that the Ti concentration exceed the Mott limit (5.9 Â 10 19 cm
À3
). 3, 7 In order to carry out our study, 300 lm Si (111) . Bottom and top electrodes were fabricated by aluminum evaporation. To obtain good ohmic contacts on the bottom, n þ layers were fabricated on the back side of the samples by ion implantation of phosphorous in a dose of 10 15 cm 2 at energy of 80 keV. Afterwards, samples were annealed at 900 C during 20 s. Schottky contacts were fabricated in the top by aluminum evaporation. Then, the implanted Si samples were annealed by means of the pulsed laser melting (PLM) method to recover the crystal lattice. 8 The PLM annealing process was performed by IPG Photonics (New Hampshire, USA). Samples were annealed with one 20 ns long pulse of a KrF excimer laser (248 nm) at energy density of 0.8 J/cm 2 . UM1 and UM2 samples have Ti implantation profiles below the Mott limit at any depth. OM1 and OM2 samples have Ti profiles over the Mott limit up to 20 and 80 nm, respectively. Samples were studied by means of Thermal Admittance Spectroscopy (TAS) technique, 10 which yields thermal emission rates of deep levels from the variations of capacitance and conductance of a p-n or Schottky junction as a function of temperature and frequency. These variations are due to the change in frequency of the measuring signal with respect to the time constants of charge and discharge processes of the deep levels. Measurements consist on recording the capacitance and conductance variation of a bipolar junction as a function of temperature at a given frequency. Each deep level existing in the semiconductor band gap contributes with a peak in the conductance signal, which is related to the deep level emission rate by the well-known equation
where x is the angular frequency. The activation energy and the capture cross section of the deep level can be obtained from the Arrhenius plot of experimental data 11 e t ðTÞ ¼ r T v th N C Â exp ðÀE T =kTÞ: Table I shows the activation energy (E T ) and capture cross section (r T ) values obtained at different bias values in samples with Ti concentrations just under the Mott limit. In the samples with Ti concentrations over the Mott limit is not possible to apply the TAS technique. As we show in Fig. 1 , this kind of samples have an ohmic behavior instead of the rectifier behavior that we need to be able to apply TAS. Fig.  1 also shows that UM1 and UM2 fulfill this requirement. Only room-temperature I-V curves are shown in this figure, but similar results were obtained for the entire experimental temperature range (77-300 K).
These results are also supported by C-V curves (at room temperature) of Fig. 2 . In the case of OM1 and OM2, the Fermi level is locked near to the defect band. This fact makes that there is no depletion region modulation as Fig. 2 shows, being C-V curves from these samples almost constant with bias change. Therefore, it is not possible to use the TAS technique over them. In contrast, UM1 and UM2 samples exhibit strong dependence of their capacitance with the bias voltage, so indicating that a depletion layer modulation occurs. That is the reason why TAS technique allows us to characterize deep levels on samples with Ti concentration under Mott limit. Table I shows that depending on the bias voltage value, one or two energy levels were obtained. Varying the bias voltage means changing the depletion region depth, thus the specific physical region under study. For example, in UM1 sample biased at 0 V a single deep level was detected. Fig. 3 shows that each conductance curve has only one peak. The activation energy of this level was obtained from the corresponding Arrhenius plot (Fig. 4) . In contrast, for À1, À2, and À3 V bias values, two different deep levels were detected. For bias values of À4, À5 V, and beyond, only one deep was detected again. A similar behavior is observed in UM2 sample. As an example, we can see in Fig. 5 the existence of two deep levels at À1 V. The associated Arrhenius plot of these two levels are shown in Fig. 6 .
A thorough examination of Table I reveals that there is a clear dependency among capture cross section and activation energy for all deep levels detected. Fig. 7 shows that this dependence fits to a linear relationship that follows the MeyerNeldel (MN) rule. 12, 13 As it is known, this rule establishes (2015) that there is a relation between the pre-exponential factor and the activation energy as follows:
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in magnitudes with an Arrhenius dependence, as the emission rate of a deep level (Eq. (2)). T mn is called MN temperature and kT mn the MN energy, assuming that v th and N C remains constant with the variation of the activation energy. Fig. 7 shows that all experimental values corresponding to both samples fit very well to the same straight line, whose slope provides a value of 15 meV for kT mn (T mn ¼ 176 K). MN rule behavior has been found in various different systems. Frequently MN rule is reported for electrical properties such as the conductivity or for diffusion measurements. There are quite a few references reporting this behavior in different magnitudes in semiconductor devices, such as the trap distribution in semiconductor samples. 13 Widenhorn et al. calculated the MN rule for the dark current in a silicon CCD and found an energy value of 25.3 meV. 14 The same authors reported an energy value of 56.5 meV for forward current in diodes. 15 Coutts and Pearsall found 31 meV for the reverse current of solar cells. 16 Other works report values of energy under 10 meV: Antonov et al. found a MN energy of 6.9 meV in the diffusion of nanoclusters and islands on solid Xe. 17 The same group 18 studied nanoclusters and islands on CO 2 , obtaining a MN energy of approximately 9 meV, in agreement with the most active phonon band for solid CO 2 .
It has been pointed out that because of the variety of situations where this rule appears, it is very likely that the explanation is not associated to a particular process, but to a more fundamental phenomenon, such as Multi Excitation Entropy (MEE) theory. 19 It would be required the accumulation or annihilation of a large number of excitations for a kinetic event to take place. In spite of that the MN rule is generally observed in disordered systems where processes involve multiple excitations, 20 for instance, carrier capture or emission in deep levels, 21 in a recent paper Yelon 22 claimed that it is extremely unlikely that T mn values represent a measure of disorder, increasing with it. Instead, virtually all solid-state phenomena give values of kT mn that can be associated to the typical phonon energies.
In conclusion, our study of the deep levels energy distribution on the disordered silicon substrates supersaturated with Ti clearly demonstrates that the relationship between the activation energy and capture cross section values of all deep levels detected by means of TAS technique in the two samples analyzed obeys to the MN rule. The values obtained from the linear fit for the characteristic temperature and This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP:
energy of this phenomenon are, respectively, T mn ¼ 176 K and kT mn ¼ 15 meV. This last value could be related to the energy of the phonons involved in the carrier emission/capture process in Ti deep levels.
